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An introduction to topographic maps Page 1 

An introduction to topographic maps 
Topographic maps provide us with a two dimensional representation of our three 
dimensional world. They provide us with information about the landscape including the 
hills and valleys, the courses of creeks and rivers, the nature of coastlines, the types and 
styles of vegetation and those features humans have added to the natural world such as 
roads, railways and towns. 

With topographic maps we can discover places we cannot visit, plan the use of land, design 
nature trails, study natural vegetation and animals distribution, plan camping, hiking and 
bush walking trips and many other important, interesting and fun activities. 

This kit introduces you to the language of topographic maps through hands-on activities 
based on real maps. Once you have completed these activities, you will be well on the way 
to getting the most out of topographic maps of other areas. 

This book is set out with background information about the skills needed to read 
topographic maps followed by 16 activities based on the two topographic maps found in 
the back pouch. The suggested answers to the activities can be found at the back of the 
book. 

The activity symbol (on the right) is shown in the notes when an activity exists 
based on the material covered in the text. This symbol refers to activities which 
use the Rockhampton Map and cover basic concepts covered in the text. 

This activity symbol (on the right) is shown in the notes when a more advanced 
(complex) activity exists which is based on the Jacobs River Map. 

Map Cards 

ACTIVITY 

To help you measure distances, bearings and read grid references there is a map card 
included in the back pouch. This see-through card has a line scale in kilometres marked 
along the left-hand edge, a grid reference guide and a compass rose and bearing guide. All 
the 1: 100,000 scale items are in black. The blue distance scale and blue grid reference 
guide is for 1 :250,000 scale maps. The map card is a useful tool for reading all 1: 100,000 
and 1 :250,000 scale maps. 
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Page 2 An introduction to topographic maps 

Reading maps 
For a topographic map to be read and its information used correctly the following simple 
principles need to be understood: 

What is the scale (or how big is big and how long is long)? 
Where is north (or which way is up)? 
What do the symbols represent (legend)? 
How is the ground's surface represented (contours)? 

There are many excellent texts which explain all of these principles in detail - a list of 
suggested books can be found at the back of this book. This kit explains the basics then 
lets you try them out on real maps. So let's start at the very beginning .. . . . . 

Scale 
The topographic maps in this kit are at a scale of 1: 100,000. This means that 1 cm on the 
map is equivalent to 100,000 cm (or 1 km) on the ground. Not all maps are of this scale. 
Other common scales are: 

1:5,000 (one cm on the map equates to 50 m on the ground) 
1:10,000 (one cm on the map equates to 100 m on the ground) 
1 :250,000 (one cm on the map equates to 2.5 km on the ground) 
1: 1 ,000,000 (one cm on the map equates to 10 km on the ground) 

The scale of a map is marked in two ways - a ratio, such as 1: 100,000 and as a line scale. 
The line scale allows distances to be measured on the map face. Current maps show the 
line scale in kilometres. 

SCALE 1 ; 100 000 
km 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 k .. 

:.r . ;; ; • --{Ii H ,: L: '0 ::1:: ;H:llTri·;::-t:l~.7T:0,::",.b·c:· "I-.:.-;.: · " ;..;-J:;r .;r:r",~~ . _-: . ",. ;,._.::-. ; 

Some maps have line scales which show distances in kilometres, miles and nautical miles. 

Distances 
To measure the distance between two points (in a direct line), use a straight-edged piece of 
paper and mark the distance between the two points. Hold the marks on this piece of paper 
against the line scale to convert to kilometres. Likewise, you can measure the distance 
using a centimetre ruler then convert to kilometres - one cm equates to one km. The map 
card has a kilometre scale for both 1: 100,000 (in black) and 1 :250,000 scaled maps (in 
blue). 

To measure the distance along a road or river or any curved route on the map, 
use a piece of string. Mark on the string where you start and then place the 
string along the route until you reach the final destination and mark the string 
again. Now measure the string between the two marks and convert to km as 
before. (Activity : As the crow flies) 
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An introduction to topographic maps Page 3 

ACTIVITY 
Likewise, you can build a simple opisometer (a miniature trundle wheel) to 
measure distances that are not in a straight line. The plan for making this 
device is in the activity section. (Activity : Opisometer it!) 

Advanced Activity - State Boundaries 
This activity involves measuring the length of a state boundary. The 
boundary on this map follows a river as well as a straight line between two 
points. 

Directions 
North Points 
The direction to north from the centre of the map face is shown by the north points on the 
side of the map. Three north points, true (TN), grid (GN) and magnetic (MN), are shown. 

GRID 
CONVERGENCE 

o.gO 

MN 

GRIDIMAGNETIC 

ANGLE 8.7 0 

True north, grid north and magnetic 
north are shown diagramatically for the 
centre of the map. Magnetic north is 
correct for 1983 and moves easterly by 
0.10 in about three years. 

True North is the direction to the north geographic pole - that point around which the 
earth rotates. 

Grid North is the direction along which the grid reference lines are drawn (see Grid 
References) - this is 0.90 to the east of true north. 

\ 

Magnetic North is the direction the compass needle points due to the earth's magnetic field 
- Magnetic North is not a fixed point as the Earth's magnetic field moves slightly from 

, 
\ 
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Page 4 An introduction to topographic maps 

year to year. The variability in the position of magnetic north relative to true north is 
known and is given as a rate of 0.10 to the east per three years. 

If you were going to use the Rockhampton 1: 100,000 map for navigation using a magnetic 
compass, you would need to set the magnetic compass to reflect the changed position of 
magnetic north. (The map's magnetic north point was true for 1983). Some compasses 
have a small wheel or dial to allow you to set this angle - most require you to add/subtract 
the angle from the reading manually. 

For most purposes, the top of the map along the grid lines can be considered as north (grid 
north). Other compass directions can then be determined from grid north. The map card 
has a compass rose which will help you calculate compass directions. 

Bearings 
As well as using compass points, directions can be given as a bearing. Bearings are the 
angle, in degrees, from north. As the bearing can be any angle within a full circle, bearings 
range from 00 at north through to 3600 (which is also north). For example, the direction 
east is at a bearing 90 0 (sometimes written as 090). 

The diagram below shows the compass points and their corresponding bearings. The map 
card included in this kit has the same compass rose and a circular bearings guide. 

N 
315 337.5 22. 

NW NNW NNE 

270 \l\~---=~~---

225 
SSW 

2025 

s 
180 

ESE 
1125 

SE 
SSE 

135 

157' 

The fundamentals of navigation requires the skills of reading bearings and 
measuring distances. (Activities: Land the aircraft, Periscope up!) 

Map Projections 
The surface of the Earth is curved. This means that a flat map will misrepresent the exact 
curved surface. To minimise the distortion, map makers (cartographers) use map 
projections to portray all, or part of the round Earth as accurately as possible on a flat 
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An introduction to topographic maps PageS 

surface. There are many different types of map projections. The cartographer chooses one 
best suited to the use of the map and/or area of the earth's surface being mapped. 

Most maps, including the ones in this kit, have been drawn using the Transverse Mercator 
projection. 

Latitude and Longitude 
Latitude and longitude is a grid system used to locate any point on the surface of the Earth. 

Latitude - is the distance north or south of the equator and is measured in degrees, 
minutes and seconds. The Equator is at latitude zero degrees and the South Pole is at 
latitude 900S (the North Pole is at 900N). 

Each degree is divided into 60 minutes and each minute is divided into 60 seconds. With 
the use of computers, it is more common now to give these coordinates in a "digital style" 
where minutes are given as a decimal rather than in 60ths. 

The following symbols are used to represent degrees (0), minutes (') and seconds ("). 

The Rockhampton Topographic Map covers the area between 23°00'S (23 degrees and 00 
minutes south of the equator) and 23°30' S (23 degrees and 30 minutes south of the 
equator). 

Longitude - is the distance east or west from an imaginary line which runs from the North 
Pole, through the London suburb of Greenwich in England and down to the South Pole. 
This is often known as the Greenwich line. Why Greenwich? This is the location of the 
Royal Observatory and all maps drawn by the British during the early development of maps 
used this line as 0° longitude line. Today, all maps use the Greenwich line for 0° 
longitude. Like latitude, longitude is measured in degrees, minutes and seconds. 

The Rockhampton Topographic Map covers the area between 1500 30'E and 151 °OO'E. 

Latitude and longitude coordinates are given at each comer of the map face. The upper left 
comer, for example, is at latitude 23°00'S and longitude 1500 30'E. (You will notice that 
the Sand E have been left off.) 

longitude marks 

I 46 

topo~atlong 
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Page 6 An introduction to topographic maps 

As well as the comer coordinates being shown, latitude marks and longitude 
marks occur along the edges of the map. Each mark represents one minute. 
The tenth mark is slightly longer. These can be used to locate places on the 
map using latitude and longitude coordinates. (Activity : Latitude
Longitude) 

ACTIVITY 

When using this method of finding a location, the latitude is always given first followed by 
the longitude. 

So, when reading latitude the first number refers to the whole number of degrees, and the 
next number after the point refers to the number of minutes towards the next latitude line 
or, more simply, the number of 60ths towards the next latitude line. The same applies to 
the longitude numbers. If the second number is 00, this means that the location is exactly 
on the latitude or longitude line. 

Australian Map Grid 
A much simpler method of finding locations is to use a grid system which is based on lines 
1000m apart. This is known as the Universal Grid Reference System and uses decimals 
rather than 60ths as in the latitudellongitude system. 
In Australia we use the Australian Map Grid (AMG) which is part of the Universal Grid 
System. This system is divided into zones, 100 km squares then, for 1: 100,000 scale 
topographic maps, six figure grid references. 

Zones 
The AMG covers 9 "longitude" zones of the Universal Grid System - zone 49 to zone 57 
and five "latitude" zones - zone G to zone L. The Universal Grid System zone covering 
the Rockhampton Map is zone 56K. 

_'Iu.",un Map 

J 
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An introduction to topographic maps Page? 

100 km Squares (100,000m squares) 
Each zone is divided by the AMG into 100 kilometre squares, each square identified by two 
letters. In the case of the Rockhampton Map, the majority of the map area falls into the KV 
square with a slither of the KU square at the bottom of the map. 

Rockhampton map area 

KV 

AMG 100 km squares 

topoA<vku 

KU 

Grid References 
Grid references are a sequence of numbers describing the location of any point on the map 
surface. Combined with zone and 100 km square information, we can give the coordinates 
of any place on earth. 
Grid references for a 1: 100,000 scvale map are divided into two sequences of three 
numbers - making up the 6 figures. The first three numbers refer to the vertical lines 
(eastings) and the second three numbers to the horizontal lines (northings). Each easting 
line is given two numbers and these are marked on the top and bottom of the map. 
Likewise, each northing line is given two numbers which are marked on the sides of the 
map. Each line is 1000m or 1 km from the other lines. Combined together on 1: 100,000 
scale maps, the eastings lines and the northing lines produce a grid over the map surface 
with each grid box being 1 km square. 

Each Map Card contains a Grid Reference Guide to assist you in reading grid references. 
This guide is designed to place over a grid box, with each fine line representing 1 grid 
division. 

In this booklet and in many other texts, the letters "GR" are used to signify that the 
sequence of numbers refer to a Grid Reference. 

Reading Grid References on 1:100,000 scale maps 
To read a grid reference (ABCXYZ) for a given place, first find the easting 
line (the vertical line) immediately to the left of the place and write down its 
two numbers (AB). Now estimate the distance the place falls between this 
easting line and the next easting line to the right as a decimal (1-9). You can 
use the Grid Reference Guide on the Map Card (or use a ruler) to be exact
each grid square is exactly 10 mm across. The number (1-9) you get will be 
number C. This gives you the third easting number. If the place falls on an 
easting line then the third easting number is O. 

ACTIVITY 

© (jeoscience 'Etfucation, f4.ustrafian (jeowgicd Survey Organisation, 1997 
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To get the three northing numbers, first find the northing (horizontal) line directly below 
the place and write the two numbers of this line down (XY). As with the eastings, 
calculate the distance (1-9) between the northing line and the next line above the place. 
Using the black Map Card Guide is most accurate. This is the third northing number and 
the final number of the six figure grid reference (Z). (Activity: Find it! Grid it!) 

For example, what is the grid reference for the center of Charcoal Waterhole in the upper 
left-hand comer of the map? 

The closest easting line to the left of the waterhole is 45. The distance from this eaSting to 
the next easting is 2/10. So the easting coordinates for the center of the waterhole is 452. 
The northing directly below the waterhole is 53. The distance from this northing to the 
center of the waterhole is 7/10 the distance towards the next northing line so the northing 
coordinates are 537. Put them together and the six figure grid reference is GR 452537. 

452 

2110 

537 
7/10 Centre of Charcoal 

Waterhole 
is 452537 

Due to the scale of the map, this grid reference is accurate to the nearest 100m. 

This six figure grid reference is unique for this map. If we wanted to give the full AMG 
reference for this waterhole we would combine the zone, 100 km square and grid reference 
data together to give the following full reference 56KKV 452537. Nonnally however, we 
would give only the map name and sheet number and the six figure grid reference -
R9ckhampton 9051 GR 452537. 

Topographic maps have this infonnation all summarised in a Universal Grid Reference Box 
located on the side of the map :-
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An introduction to topographic maps Page 9 

Index to Adjoining Sheets 
It is often the case when using maps that you require information which occurs on the next 
map above, below or along side. The Index to Adjoining Maps diagram enables you to 
quickly see the name and number of these maps. 

Legend 
The legend on a topographic map is the key to the use of colour and symbols on the map 
face. The cartographer (the scientists who develop and draw maps) uses a set of standard 
colours and symbols to depict roads, railway lines, buildings, vegetation rivers and other 
features. ACTIVITY 

The legend is easy to understand. Each feature is listed with its corresponding 
symbol or colour. Some features are grouped with each object listed in the same 
order as the depicted symbol. (Activity : The key to it all) 

windmill 
. yard quarry 

Powertransm;ss;on I; .................. .. ... . ... ... .. . . .. . . ~'\ .. : . . .. . j ...... .. 
Fence; levee or bank .. . ... ......... , ..... .. . .. .. ..... .. . . . .... :: : ::\ _\ _ 

Mine; Windmill ; Yard; Quarry..... ...... .... .. . ....... . .. .... ........ ~ -' ') 
- :.u.-",..1 

Building/s ; Church ; Ruin; Drive·in theatre .. . ................ . ....... . ,".J Ruin '~' 

Trig station ; Bench mark with elevation; Spot elevation , ... . . , ... , . . . . . A . B M 306 . 220 

Cliff; Contour with value ; Depression contour . . , . . . , . .. ......... , . , . . " .;;.. 'r.·' : :zn,~ i. :: ,;: 

Sandridges .. . .. . ....... ... ............ .. . . . . ...... .. . . .. ... ..... . '.... --.- ~ 
, tOPonegend 

Advanced Activity - Vegetation trail 
This activity involves you reading vegetation types from the legend. It also 
requires you to use grid references and draw conclusions about topography-
vegetation relationships. . 

Contours 
Over the history of map making, one of the most difficult pieces of information to record 
accurately on a map has been elevation. A variety of methods have been used, including 
shading, hachuring - using short or long lines, colour and spot heights. By far the most 
accurate and most common now is the use of contours. 

© (jeoscience 'Et£ucation, .fiI.ustrafian (jeowgicaf survey Organisation, 1997 



Page 10 An introduction to topographic maps 

A contour is a line which joins places of equal height on a map. Adjacent 
contour lines are separated by a known height - the contour interval -
which can vary from map to map. The contour interval on the Rockhampton 
map is 20 metres. This means that each contour line is separated by 20 metres 
in elevation. (Activities: Mt Lizard Grapes, Mobile Phone Towers) 

ACTIVITY 

The contour lines representing 100' s of metres (known as index contours) are thicker than 
the other contour lines and are marked with their value ie. 100m, 200m and so on. 
Contours which show localised "depressions" are sometimes marked with small cross
marks (see legend). 

Advanced Activity - Hydro Power 
This activity involves you in estimating distances and heights using scale and 
contours. It also requires you to use grid references. 

Approximate contour lines can be drawn from a grid of known heights (spot 
heights). (Activity : Join the elevation dots) 

ACTIVITY 

Contours not only show heights, but the arrangement of the lines show slope gradients. 
Contour lines that are close together represent steep slopes. Contours lines which are far 
apart represent shallow slopes. 

steep slope 

contours 
close 
together 

shallow slope 

contours far apart 
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In some places the slope can become so steep, such as at a cliff line, that the contour lines 
appear to join or overlap. This can make reading contour values difficult. 

After some practice, it is possible to look at contours on a map and "see" the topography in 
three dimensions. For most people, however, this is not possible, and drawing a cross 
section is the fastest and most accurate way at looking at the topography. 

Drawing a cross-section 
Cross-sections are not difficult to draw if the contour lines are clear and not too close 
together. The first step is to decided between which two points a cross-section will be 
drawn. The section is in a direct line between these two points. Take a piece of paper with 
a straight edge and hold it between the two points. Mark on the paper the two points and 
label them (A, B). Starting at one point (A), move along the paper marking where it cuts a 
contour line until you reach the second point (B). Label the value of each of these contour 
marks - you may have to follow them around on the map until you can find a value, or by 
counting up or down from a labelled index contour (ie 100's). 

Draw, on a piece of graph paper, a box which is the same width as the distance between the 
two points (A-B). Using the same scale (1 cm = 1000 m), mark the vertical scale in metres 
above sea level making sure it covers the lowest height and maximum height! 

Using this piece of paper, transfer the contour height information on to the 
graph paper by sliding the straight edge up and down to the corresponding A CTIVITY 
heights on the graph. Place a dot on the graph paper at each point the contour 
was marked on the piece of paper making sure that the starting point (A) stays 
on the side of the graph ie you have not slid the piece of paper horizontally. 
When you have placed a dot for each of the contour values, draw a curved 
line through the points to show the approximate shape of the topography. 
(Activity : Mt Atherton section) 

Vertical exaggeration 
Because you have used the same scale horizontally as vertically, this cross-section has no 
vertical exaggeration - the shape of the topography is true and has not been made 
"bigger". This is referred to as having a vertical exaggeration of 1 - that is 1m across is 
the same scale as 1m up. 

Sometimes, especially in flat lying areas, a vertical exaggeration of 1 will not show up 
subtle changes in slope and the vertical height scale is changed to give an exaggerated 
topography in the section. A vertical exaggeration of 2 would be, for example, that each 
metre of elevation would be twice the scale of a metre across the ground (see diagram on 
the next page). 

Vertical exaggeration can be calculated by dividing the value of 1 cm of the vertical height 
scale by 1 em of the horizontal distance scale. If they are the same then V IH= 1. 

1 
VS 10,000 1 100,000 

VE= = = 10,000 X 1 = 10 

HS 1 
100,000 
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80 

60 
VIH=l 

40 

20 

A B 

80 

60 

40 
VIH=2 

20 

A B 

Because water naturally only flows downhill, contour information can be used to 
find out the direction a stream or river is flowing. The stream or river along its 
path on the map will cross contour lines. The distance between these "crossing" 
may be far apart if the stream is slow flowing and meandering or close together if 
the stream is tumbling over cliffs, waterfalls or rapids. To work out the flow 
direction, find two places on the map where the stream crosses contour lines and 
then find the value of these lines. The stream is flowing in the direction from the 
higher contour line value to the lower contour line value that it crosses. 
(Activity: Ride the rapids) 

Advanced activity - Chairlift ride 
This activity requires you to draw a cross-section using a VE=2. You will be 
required to use grid references. 

Geological Maps 
A geological map provides another dimension to the information stored on topographic 
maps. Geological maps show the rock types, the boundaries between them and their 
relative ages. Geological maps may also show the position of mines, both past and 
present, and mineral deposits discovered but not worked. 
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Geological maps are available from the Australian Geological Survey Organisation (AGSO) 
or your state geological survey office. 

Australian Surveying & 
Land Information Group 
The Australian Surveying and Land Information Group (AUSLlG) is the 
Australian Government's civilian surveying, mapping and land information 
agency. AUSLIG was established in 1987 from the amalgamation of the 
Australian Survey Office and the Division of National Mapping. Its 
responsibilities include the production and maintenance of national and regional 
spatial datasets in both digital and graphical form, and the reception and 
processing of remotely sensed satellite imagery of the Australian continent. A AUSLIG 
major part of this task involves the provision of topographic mapping 
information at the national scales of 1: 100 000, 1 :250 000 and smaller. 

Topographic Map Sales 
Why not obtain the topographic map of your own area? For copies of your map visit your 
local map retailer or contact AUSLIG: 

AUSLIG Map Sales 
PO Box 2 
BELCONNEN ACT 2616 
Free call: 1 800 800 173 
Fax: 062014381 
WWW: http://www.auslig.gov.au 
Email: mapsales@auslig.gov.au 
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Australian Geological 
Survey Organisation 

An introduction to topographic maps 

The Australian Geological Survey Organisation (AGSO) was established in 1946 (as AGSO 
the Bureau of Mineral Resources) to provide a national geological survey focus 
during the post-war boom period. Since this time the Organisation has been 
instrumental in the discovery of numerous mineral and petroleum deposits and 
continues to provide the very best survey data and geological advice to government, 
industry and research institutions. The research which AGSO undertakes covers 
almost all areas of geoscience, including mineral exploration, onshore and offshore ~E'b~l~:L~~ 
petroleum exploration, environmental and groundwater geoscience, and geological 0 • CAN I SAT ION 

hazards. Associated with this research is the storage and manipulation of geological and 
geophysical data and the production of cartographic and geographic information system 
(GIS) products. 

Geological Map Sales 
Why not obtain the geological map of your own area? Information on the current 
availability and prices of geological maps can be obtained from: 

AGSO Sales Centre 
Constitution Avenue 
Parkes, ACT 2600 
ph (06) 249 9519 or (06) 249 9642 
fax (06) 249 9982 
Email: sales@agso.gov.au 
WWW: http://www.agso.gov.au 

or 
Reply Paid Service 538 
AGSO Sales Centre 
GPO Box 378 
Canberra ACT 2601 
(no stamp required) 
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An introduction to topographic maps Page 15 

Some suggested Australian topographic map reading resources 

Beginning map skills by John and Patty Carratello, illustrated by Paula Spence and 
Keith Vasconcelles, Hawker Brownlow Education, c1995. 

Reading maps : reading and interpreting by George Moore, illustrated by Cliff 
Derksen, R.LC. Publications, 1992. 

"On track" map reading and compass use resource by Geoffrey Archer & 
Raymond Williams, Australian Navigation Skills & Accessory Services, 1996 
(Available from Australian Navigation Skills & Accessory Services, PO Box 675, 
Cheltenham Vic 3192.) 

Heinemann atlas geography skills, Editor: Raymond Pask, Rigby Heinemann, 1996 

APE: atlas puzzles & exercises by Gregory J. Reid, Longman Cheshire, 1994. 

Topographic mapping skills for secondary students by Grant Kleeman, Hodder 
Headline, 1995. 

Map skills by William H. Maurer and artist, Suzanne Gillespie, Hawker Brownlow 
Education, 1988. 
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Topographic maps can be used to study 
mapping and map use or to discover 
more about the shape of the earth on 
which we live. 

AUSLIG produces topographic maps 
covering the whole of Australia at 
1 :250 000 scale and the bulk of 
populated areas at 1: 1 00000 scale. 

These maps show natural and man 
made features including land surface 

(represented by contours and spot 
elevations). Many maps are 
supplemented by relief shading to 
readers visualise the landscape. 

GENERAL 
REFERENCE MAPS 
For a broader view of Australia, 
AUSLIG's range of general reference 
maps provide students with an overall 
picture of the Australian Continent. 

In a range of sizes to suit just about every 
use, this group consists of: 
Australia - Wall Map (comprising 4 
sheets) 
Australia - General Reference Map (1:5 

million) 
Australia - Compact Reference (1 :9 
million) 
Australia - Folio Map (A3) 
Australia - Report Map (A4) 

AUSLIG's Asia Pacific Map is also a key 
reference tool, providing students with an 
overall picture of the Asia Pacific region 
as well as detailed insets on 15 major 
countries. 

THEMATIC MAPS 
For specific social, environmental or 

geographic studies, AUSUG's thematic 
map range consists of: 

Aboriginal land and Population 
Dams and Storages 
Forestry Reserves 
Fuels 
Geology 
land Use 
land Tenure 
Minerals Other Than Fuels 

Nature Conservation Reserves 
Official Australian Postcode Map 
Natural Vegetation (1788) 

Present Vegetation (1988) 
Public lands 
Railways Systems 
Soil Resources 

These large coloured single sheet maps 
of Australia are ideal as wall displays as 
well as being key reference material. 

MAPS OF EXTERNAL 
TERRITORIES 
Australia's seven external territories 
include the Antarctic Territory, the Cocos 
(Keeling) Islands, Heard and McDonald 
Islands, Norfolk Island and others. 

AUSLIG produces a range of maps and 
satellite images at different scales for 
anyone interested in these important 
area. These maps provide students with 
an insight into the landscape and 
features of these territories and will aid 
understanding of their uniqueness 

significance. 

TOURIST 
MAPS 
To discover more about Australia's most 
prominent natural and cultural sites, 
AUSLIG's tourist maps provide an 
excellent starting point. 
From the broad view of the Australia 
Tourist Map and Northern Australia 
Tourist Map, down to an intimate view 
through the Uluru, Kakadu, Norfolk 

Island, Canberra and Australian Alps 
Tourist Maps. 

ATLASES 
AUSLIG's AUSMAP Atlas of Australia, 
presents a comprehensive view of our 

continent. This atlas includes more than 
200 maps, 40 satellite images and 
aerial photographs as well as other 

diagrams and descriptive text. 

• • • AUSLIG also produces detailed atlases 
on Australian Agriculture, Climate, 
Geology and Minerals and Vegetation. • 
AUSTRALIA UNFOLDE~ 
Australia Unfolded is an atlas of 

Australia's natural and man made 
features on CD-ROM. Unlike other 

atlases, you choose the information you 
want to see. Australia Unfolded 

provides an easy and enjoyable way to 
view and create your own maps. 

To make your own map, select the area, 
the map features and add your own 
information using the drawing tools 
provided. Maps can be used in school 
assignment or reports via the clipboard 
function. They can also be printed 
directly or saved for another time. 

Australia Unfolded can be used as a 

classroom tool for mapping areas of 
interest in Science, Geography and 
History. Three detailed tutorials are 

included and can be used for program 
familiarisation and reinforcement of 
geographic and mapping skills. 

For more information, price lists or to 
purchase any of these products, contact: 

AUSLIG MAPS SALES 
PO Box 2 

Belconnen ACT 2616 
Ph: (06) 201 4300 
Fax: (06) 201 4381 

Email: mapsales@auslig.gov.au 
Internet: http://www.auslig.gov.au 

AUSLIG 
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ACTIVITY 

As the crow flies 
The shortest distance between two points is a straight line. But we can not always travel 
between two places "as the crow flies" and are forced to follow roads, rivers or railway 
lines. This can make us travel much greater distances, such as between Rockhampton and 
Yeppoon which are on the Rockhampton 1: 100,000 Topographic Map. 

1. Find the railway station at Glenmore Station in Rockhampton. Railway lines are shown 
as black crossed lines and railway stations are shown as dots on the railway lines. 

Glenmoce 
Junction Station 

2. Find .the railway station at Yeppoon. 

3. Using a straight piece of paper, measure the direct distance between Glenmore Station 
and Yeppoon Station. Remember that one centimetre on this map equals one kilometre on 
the ground. 

The direct distance between Glenmore Station and Yeppoon Station is _____ km. 

4. Using a piece of string, measure the distance between the two stations along the railway 
line. Mark a dot on the string with a pen at Glenmore station then hold the string on the 
path of the railway line following each curve of the track all the way to Yeppoon station. 
Mark the string again. Measure the length of the string between the two marks and convert 
the measurement into kilometres. 

The distance between Glenmore Station and Yeppoon Station by rail is ____ km. 

5. Using a piece of string again, measure the most direct route between the two stations by 
road. Roads are marked as red lines on the map 

The distance between Glenmore Station and Yeppoon Station by road is ____ km. 
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ACTIVITY 

Opisometer it! 
An opisometer is a device that enables you to measure distances which are not in a straight 
line. It works like a trundle wheel - a scaled wheel which you roll along the map surface 
between two points. 

Attached is a template for a model Opisometer. The wheel needs to be glued onto some stiff 
card-board then cut out. Also cut out the handle section. The handle needs to be folded 
long-ways where marked and then folded in half. The wheel is then placed in the handle 
and a split pin or a bent paper clip placed through the wheel's centre. The wheel needs to 
be able to move freely when it is run along the map. 

Your opisometer will now look like the picture on the template. 

Calibration 
To use you opisometer you need to calibrate the wheel. To do this place the arrow on the 
wheel so it points down. Place the wheel next to a centimetre ruler so that the arrow is 
exactly against the 0 mark. Slowly roll the wheel the opisometer along till the wheel is 
exactly at the lcm mark. Using a pencil, make a mark on the wheel at this point and label it 
as lkm. Roll the wheel to the 2cm spot on the ruler and mark the wheel again, but this time 
2km (remember that each centimetre on the map equates to one kilometre on the ground). 

Continue calibrating your opisometer until you come back to the arrow . You should be 
able to get around 25 marks (25 Ism) on the wheel but every wheel will be slightly 
different! 

U sing the opisometer 
To measure the distance between two places, start with the arrow on the wheel touching the 
paper and slowly move the wheel until you reach the final destination. Before lifting the 
wheel, read your distance off the wheel. If you are between marks you will have to make 
an estimate of the fraction (decimal) of a kilometre you are from the last mark to get a one 
decimal reading (such as 3.4 km). 

Try it out 
What is the shortest distance from Great Keppel Island from the mainland? __ km 

If you wanted to walk along the shore line from the top of the map to the small town of 
Bangalee, how far would you have to walk? km 

If you wanted to swim along the Fitzroy River, which runs across the left hand corner of 
the map, from the Chimney next to the river in Rockhampton to the Slipway near the 
Abattoirs and you swam in the middle of the river, how far would you have to swim? 

___ ,km 
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Model 
Opisometer 

Opisometer Wheel 

/ 
Cut around wheel and handle templates 

• 
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ACTIVITY 

Land the aircraft 
Imagine you are on an aircraft which is flying over the Rockhampton map area. The 
'aircraft computers have failed and you have been asked to navigate the aircraft by following 
instructions radioed to the cockpit from the nearest airpon control tower. Your Aircraft call 
sign is VH-ABC (Victor Hector- Alpha Bravo Charlie) . . The control tower will check with 
you the ground features you are flying over to make sure you are on track. 

"Victor Hector- Alpha Bravo Charlie this is the control 
tower. We have your exact position. You are about to enter 
the Rockhampton 1: 100,000 map area in the bottom right hand 
corner exactly . Your aircraft is heading at a bearing of 
315 0

• Proceed at this bearing for 27km. Turn then to a 
bearing of 270° and travel for 2.5 km. What feature have you 
just passed over?" 

"Victor Hector- Alpha Bravo Charlie, travel for another 
14.5km exactly west . What type of transport route are you 
about to pass over?" 

"Victor Hector- Alpha Bravo Charlie, now turn to a bearing of 
022.5° (NNE) and travel for 24km. What town have you just 
flown over?" 

"Victor Hector- Alpha Bravo Charlie, now turn to a bearing of 
090° and travel for 10.7km. Then turn to a bearing of 124° 
and travel for 9km. Ahead of you at around 2km distance, you 
should see the end of a landing ground. What is the name of 
the tourist resort that uses this landing ground?" 

"Victor Hector- Alpha Bravo Charlie, we have just had a 
warning that the wind is blowing strongly from the NW. This 
will make landing here from your current bearing impossible 
as the wind is coming from behind you . Please plot your 
route on your own paper using bearings and distances so that 
you land on the same landing ground but with the nose of the 
aircraft pointing at a bearing as close to 315° as you can. 
(Note the landing field is not pointing exactly to 315°). 
Over and out." 
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ACTIVITY 

Periscope Up! 
Imagine you are the captain of a submarine that is travelling up the coast. It is your job to 
ensure the submarine does not run aground on any islands, rocks or the coast. Normal 
operations demand that you always keep your submarine at least lkm away from any 
obstacle but you stay between 8 km and 12 km from the main coastline. 

Your starting point is 910010. Plot your best course using the table below. You will need 
to work out the bearing the submarine is to sail, the distance it will travel along this bearing 
and the grid reference (GR) at the end of this distance. The first few legs of the journey 
has already been done by the submarines navigator (who is now sick in bed). 

Starting GR 

910010 

910080 

853137 

Bearing 

000 

315 

000 

Distance 

7km 

8km 

8km 

Finishing G R 

910080 

853137 
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ACTIVITY 

Latitude-Longitude 
Latitude and longitude can be used to identify the exact location of any point on the surface 
of the Earth. We can use it to find locations as well as giving people anywhere in the 
world an accurate position. When using this method, the latitude is always given first 
followed by the longitude. The first number in the latitude refers to the whole number of 
degrees, and the next number refers to the number of minutes. Likewise when using 
longitude. If the second number is 00, this means that the location is exactly on the 
latitude or longitude line. 

Start in the top left-hand corner of the map. This is marked as latitude 23°00' and longitude 
150"30'. The top right-hand corner of the map is at the same latitude (23°00') but is 
exactly 30 minutes further to the east - 151 °00' (remember that there are 60 minutes in 
one degree). The bottom right-hand corner of the map is at 23°30' latitude and 151°00' 
longitude. 

What special place is located at latitude 23°15' and longitude 150"45' ? 

Cpalatlong 

As well as the corner coordinates being shown, latitude marks and longitude marks occur 
along the edges of the map. Each mark represents one minute. The tenth mark is slightly 
longer. These can be used to locate places on the map using latitude and longitude 
coordinates. 

What is the name of the island at latitude 23°04' and longitude 150°54' 
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ACTIVITY 

Find it! Grid it! 
What features occur at the following grid references :-

1. 480415 

2. 902477 

3. 535084 

4. 468111 

5. 752355 

6. 535129 

7. 750257 

8. 697392 

9. 715482 

10. 647387 

Ii. 712050 

12. 630532 

What are the grid references for the following places :-

1. Yeppoon railway station 

2. Ironpot Mtn 

3. Ruin in the center of Great Keppel Island 

4. Underwater observatory south of Middle Island 

5. Intersection of the Rockhampton-Yepoon Road and the railway line 

6. The end of the jetty at Emu Point 
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ACTIVITY 

The key to it all 
A friend has written you with a big problem. They want to go on a holiday to the 
Rockhampton area, but the topographic map they own has had the legend tom off and they 
do not know what all the symbols represent. They have sent you the list below where they 
describe the symbols that are confusing them. Can you work out what they are describing 
by using the legend? 

A straight green line about 1 mm thick and about one cm long? 

A black line with small cross lines about 2 mm apart. This line seems to run between some 
towns? 

Two parallel red lines? 

A solid light green area? 

A small black box with a cross on the top? 

Little black stars in a blue background? 

Two small black triangles joined together on a red line? 
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ACTIVITY 

Mt. Lizard Grapes 

A local fanner has just purchased a neighbours farm on which lies Mt. Lizard (GR 
583526). While the farmer has been to the mountain, she wants to use the mountain slopes 
to grow a new type of warm weather grape. She has read all the information about the best 
locations to grow these grapes and has calculated that she needs a place greater than 120m 
above sea level but less than 300m above sea level. 

Locate Mt. Lizard on the Rockhampton 1:100,000 Topographic Map. 

What is the contour interval of this map? 

What would be the approximate maximum height of Mt. Lizard? 

What is the approximate height of the surrounding fields at the base of Mt. Lizard ? 

The map card 1: 100,000 Grid Reference Guide (in black) is made up of a number of tiny 
squares approximately 1mm across. Each of these squares represents 100 square metres. 

Approximately how much area does the farmer have to grow this new variety of grapes on 
Mt. Lizard? 

What other factors (economics, environmental, infrastructure) might the fanner need to take 
into consideration about growing crops in this area? 
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ACTIVITY 

Mobile Phone Towers 
A mobile phone company wants to place signal towers on hills along the road between 
Rockhampton and Yeppoon. For mobile phones to work the entire length of the 
Rockhampton-Y eppoon Road, the position of the towers must follow these simple rules. 

1. The towers must be placed on hills which are greater in elevation than 160m above sea 
level. 

2. Each tower must be within 4krn of the road. 

3. Each tower must be at least 5krn away from any other tower. 

4. Each tower has a range of lOkrn. 

5. The tower at Rockhampton already has been built on Peak Hill (GR 479197) 

Using these rules find best positions for towers along the route and complete the table 
below. (Note: there are more tower sites in the table below that you might need). Give the 
grid reference for each tower and its approximate height above sea level. Make sure that 
you follow all the rules! 

Tower 1 

Tower 2 

Tower 3 

Tower 4 

Tower 5 

Tower 6 

Tower 7 . 

Tower 8 

Tower 9 

Tower 10 

GR 
479197 

Height 
221m 
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Join the elevation dots 
A student surveyor has provided the spot height information in metres above sea level for a 
small area she has been mapping. Can you take her data and draw a contour map for the 
area? All you have to do is draw lines which join places of equal height. Draw contour 
lines for elevations 7Om, 80m, 90m, 100m, 110m and 120m only - your contour interval 
will be 10m. Note that some spots heights are between these lines (ie. 115m) 

N 

105 110 120 110 100 1 100 
• • • • • • 

110 115 120 125 115 100 
• • • • • • 

100 110 115 120 115 110 
• • • • • .. 

90 100 110 110 100 90 
• • • • • • 

85 90 100 90 95 80 
• • • • • • 

70 80 90 80 80 70 
• • • • • • 

topd=tourspots 

o 1 

kIn 

Now try drawing contours on the more complicated spot height diagram attached using a 
contour interval of 10m as before ..... 
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ACTIVITY 

Mt Atherton section 
A local football team wants to set up a training area over Mt Atherton (GR484489) -
players will be asked to run over the mountain as part of their preparation for a grand final! 
Your job is to draw a cross section ofthe proposed route (a direct line) to show the players. 

The starting point (A) for the run will be GR460498 and the finishing point (B) will be 
GR530475. Take a piece of paper with a straight edge and hold it between these two 
points. Mark on the paper the two points and label them (A, B). 

Starting at (A), move along the paper marking where it cuts a contour line until you reach 
the second point (B). Label the value of each of these contour marks - you may have to 
follow them around on the map until you can find a value, or by counting up or down from 
a labelled contour (ie l00's). Be careful as the route sometimes cuts the same value 
contour line. 

Using this piece of paper, transfer the contour height information on to the graph box 
below by sliding the straight edge up and down to the corresponding heights on the graph. 
Place a dot on the graph paper at each point the contour was marked on the piece of paper 
making sure that the starting point (A) stays on the side of the graph When you have 
placed a dot for each of the contour values, draw a curved line through the points to show 
the approximate shape of the topography. 

A 8 
This section shows an exaggerated view of the route. The vertical scale is 1/10,000 and the 
horizontal scale is 1110,000. 

Calculate the vertical exaggeration factor by dividing the vertical scale by the horizontal 
scale ie. 

1 
VS 10,000 

VE= = = 
HS 

1 
100,000 
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Using the original information, draw the same section in the graph 'box below. This has a 
vertical exaggeration of 20. 

IX) 

.. , 

0 

A B 

Which of the two cross sections would you show the football team players and why? 

In the space below, try and draw the same section using a vertical exaggeration of 1 (ie use 
the same scale - lcm=l000m - for both the horizontal and vertical scale. 

Why do you think a greater than 1 vertical exaggeration may be used when drawing most 
cross sections? 
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Ride the rapids 
Jayne Binkley and her friend Chi Hun Liu have just purchased a new inflatable boat which 
they want to use to ride the rapids in the local rivers. They know the new boat will be 
different from their old boat, so they plan to test the boat out on Limestone Creek, which 
they have found on the Rockhampton Map. As both Jayne and Chi Hun have not been to 
Limestone so they need to work out the best place to be dropped off so they can float 
downstream. 

Their two preferred locations to be dropped off are: 
1. Where Limestone Creek runs under the Rockhampton-Yeppoon Road (GR 627355) or 
2. Where Limestone Creek crosses the road near Plain Creek (GR 607443). 

Chi Hun knows that because creeks only flow downhill, contour information can be used 
to find out the direction a creek is flowing. On the map Limestone Creek will cross contour 
lines. To work out the flow direction, find two places on the map (A,B) where Limestone 
Creek crosses contour lines and then find the value of these lines. 

Grid Reference of location A : _______ _ Contour value __ ....!m~ 

Grid Reference of location B : _______ _ Contour value __ ....!m~ 

Limestone Creek is flowing in the direction from the higher contour line value to the lower 
contour line value that it crosses. What is the general flow direction of Limestone Creek? 

Which is the best of the two preferred drop off locations for Jayne and Chi Hun to start 
their journey? 

The other location will become their pick up point. Approximately, what drop in elevation 
will the Limestone creek fall between the drop off point and the pick up point? 

m 

Measure the distance they will travel between the two points using the scale and some 
string, or the opisometer, then calculate the gradient of Limestone Creek by dividing the 
drop in elevation by the distance of the trip. 

m per km 
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State Boundaries 
The boundaries between the states and territories in any country are decided after many 
months, and often years, of debate between the different governments. The process 
involves the accurate surveying of the topography which, in the past, often led to the fIrst 
accurate maps of a country to be drawn. 

In many cases the boundaries between states follow topographic features. In other cases 
the boundaries are straight lines between two defmed points. 

Part of the boundary between the states of Victoria and New South Wales occurs on the 
Jacobs River 1:100,000 topographic map. 

Find the symbol on the map face that has been used to show the position of the state 
boundary. Draw the symbol in the space below. 

Why do you think that this symbol has not been included in the legend? 

Starting from the south east section of the map, the state boundary runs in a straight line 
across to what topographic feature before it changes direction? 

For what distance does the boundary follow this straight line on the map? 

km 

From this point, what feature does it follow until it leaves the top of the map? 

For what distance does the boundary follow this feature on the map? 

km 



Vegetation trail 
You have been asked by Kosciusko National Park to write a guide on the types of 
vegetation that occurs on a walking trail which runs from Dead Horse Gap to Cascade Hut. 
The walking trail follows the Cascade Trail vehicular track. 

Locate the start of the trail at Dead Horse Gap (GR 131571). According to the legend, 
what type of vegetation would you expect to find here? 

If you followed the trail southwards, how far would you have to walk before you crossed 
The Big Boggy Creek for the first time? 

_____ km 

After you leave the creek valley (still heading roughly southwards along the trail), you 
climb a ridge. What type of vegetation would you find at the top of the ridge (GR 
133540). 

As you continue to walk down the hill towards Cascade hut the trail has a tight comer to the 
left (GR 118521). What type of vegetation would you see here? 

Finally, what vegetation type would find at Cascade Hut (GR 124506)? 

Often vegetation type relates directly to the topography ie. dense forest often is found on 
the southern slopes of hills. 

What relationship is there between vegetation and topography along this trail? 

© (jeoscie:na 'Etfucation, 5tustralWn (jeowgica[ Survey Organisation, 1996 
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Hydro Power 
An engineering company has put up a proposal to build a hydro-electric power station on 
the Pinch River. To do this they have to build a dam across the river then allow the water 
from the dam to travel through a turbine before it returns to the river. They have selected 
the Pinch River because it lies in a steep sided valley and already has an access road. The 
proposed dam wall will be between GR 201309 and GR 214311. 

How long in metres will the top of the dam wall be? 

At what height above sea level will the top of the dam wall be? ______ _ 

What would be the maximum depth of the water at the dam wall when the dam is full 
(assume that the water will reach the top of the dam wall) 

How far from the middle of the dam wall will the lake formed by the dam extend? 

Ian 

The water inlet pipe from the dam to the turbine will be placed at GR 212311. What is the 
height above sea level of this inlet pipe? 

The turbine needs to be built 200m lower than the inlet pipe on the dam wall so there is 
enough water pressure to generate electricity. The turbine also needs to be on the river so 
that the water, once used, is returned to the natural river course. Approximately how far 
from the inlet pipe position in kilometres will the turbine need to be? 

km 

The water released from the turbine will chum up the river and the water entering the 
Snowy River will be slightly muddy. The local water authority requires the building of a 
water quality monitoring station 5 kIn down stream of the turbine. At what grid reference 
would this monitoring station be built? 

The position of this dam and power plant will have some strong opposition from 
environmental groups. What is one major argument for not allowing the dam to be built? 

© geoscience 'lAucation, J#.ustrafUm geowgica( Survey Organisation, 1996 



Chairlift ride 
A company wishes to build a scenic chairlift ride for tourists in the mountains. The chairlift 
ride will take passengers over the tops of the vegetation so they get a birds-eye view of the 
environment. 

The planned chairlift will start at a base station located at GR 058133 and finish at GR 
031208. What features are located at the two end points of the chairlift? 

GR 058133 

GR 031208 

What will be the total length of the chairlift ride if passengers start at and return to the base 
station (ie. return trip)? 

m 

If the chairlift moves at 500m every minute, how long will it take the passengers to 
complete the ride? 

minutes 

The company has asked you to draw a cross-section with a VE of 2 of the path of the 
chairlift. Use space below to draw this section. 

The chairlift towers can be no further than 750 metres apart. (The company wants as few 
towers as possible to reduce costs). Each tower is 80m tall. Work out the best positions 
for these towers on the cross section and draw their position and heights on. Remember to 
keep the chairlift above the vegetation ( ie a tower will have to be at the top of all hills you 
cross). 
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An introduction to 
topographic maps 

Answers 



As the crow flies 
The 'ihorte~t distance between two points is a straight line. 8m we can not alway~ tr.tveJ 
between two places ".lS the crow flies" and an:: forced to follow roOOs. rivers or railway 
lines. This can make us C"3vcl much greater distances. such as between Rockhampton and 
Yeppoon which as on lIIe Roclchampton 1:100,000 Topogrophic Map. 

I. Find the railway station atGlenmore Station in Rockhampton. Railway lines arc shown 
as black crossed lines and railway stations are shown as dots on the railway lines. 

Qlcnmac 
Jun:tion SEmion 

2. Find the railway station at Yeppoon. 

toYeppoon 

3. Using a str:light piece of paper. measure the direct distance between Glenmon:: Station 
and Yeppoon Station. Remember that one centimetre on this map equals one kilometre on 
the ground. 

The direct distance between Glenmore Sration and Yeppoon Sration is 35· <. km. 

4, Using a piece of suing, measure the distance between the twO srations along lIIe railway 
line. MarIe. dot on lIIe suing willi a pen at Glenmore sration then hold the suing on the 
path of the railway line foUowing each curve of the track all the way to Yeppoon sranon. 
Mark the suing again. Measure the length of the suing between the twO marks and convCtt 
the measurement into kilometres. 

The distance between Glenmore Sration and Yeppoon Sration by rail is ~km. 

5. Using a piece of suing again •. measure the most direct route between the two stations by 
road. Roads are marked as red ltnes on the map 

The distance between Glenmore Sranon and Yeppoon Sration by road is /..l-O . '" km. 

Periscope Up! 
Imagine you are the captain of a submarine that is travelling up the coast. It is your job [0 

C'nsure the submarine does not rur. aground on any islands. rocks or the coaSL Nonnal 
oper:ltions demand that you always keep your submarine at least 1 kIn away from any 
obstlcle but you stay between 8lan and l2lan from the from the main coastline. 

Your srarting point is 910010. Plot your best course using the rable below. You will need 
to work out the bearing the submarine is to sail. the distance it will travel along this bearing 
and the grid reference (GR) 31 the end of this distance. The first few legs of the journey 
has already been done by the submarines navigator (who is now sick in bed). 

Starting GR 

910010 

910080 

853137 

Bearing 

000 

315 

000 

Distance 

7km 

8km 

8km 

E erc.t-. rt~JII'''' ",,'dl "'Air, 
.... 01. ffc .... " .. f st.f.1-
e..,Swt".c. ! 

Finishing GR 

910080 

853137 

Land the aircraft 
~
ACTIV~r~ 

-' :: 
~-. ' ; 

- -- - j. :-. :..-.... ~ 
. ., " 

'" 
Imagine you are on an airclilft which is flying over the Rockhampton map area. The 
aircraft computers have failed and you have been asked to navigate the airclilft by follOWing: 
insttuctions r:uiioed to the cockpit from the nearest airpon control tower. Your Aircraft caJl 
sign is VH-ABC (Victor Hector- Alpha Bravo Charlie). The conlfOl tower will check with 
you the ground features you arc flying over to make sure you 3tC on track. 

·"/ictor Hect:or- Alpha 8nl."/o C~a::-lie this 1S the o::ont::-ol 
:.ower. 'Ne have your exac,: ~osi!:.ion. "{ou are abou:::. to ent:-:o::
the Rockhampton 1:100,000 :nap area in the bottom n.qht hand 
corner exactly. '{our aircra:t is heading at a bearing of 
32.5'. Proceed at thi:; bearing :or 27km. Turn then :'0 a 
bearing of 270' and t;.ra'rel tor 2.5 kIn. What feature have yOI":' 

:!I.lSt passed over'?· 

J(~fPtl S""ds fo",,,,I.,,e (walt .. rio"",}/! .fank) 

··!iecor Hector- Alpha Bra'/o Charlie. travel for another 
:'4. SkIn exactly west. What ::ype 0: ::rans~o=t rouc.e are you 
about to pass over'?" 

"",1wa 7 I,;'" 
·Viccor Hector- Alpha Bravo Char!.ie. now :'J.:-n :'0 do bearing 0: 
J22" 5~ (NNE) and cravel for 24k.'TI. Yihac ::o .... n have you just 
:lown over'?"' 

"Viecor Hector- Ali)ha Bravo Charlie. now :ur:l. to a beari:lg 0: 
'J90~ and travel for 10. ikm. Then curn to a bearing of 124: 
and travel for 9lan. Ahead of you at around .2km distance. yo:..:. 
should see the end of a landing g::-ound. What is the name 0: 
the !:.ourist resort e!lat uses this landing ground?-

hsh<oYlanf BUICh Tovr;st t<crort 
·Victor Hector- Alpha Bravo Charlie. we ha",.e jus: had a 
N'arning t:.hat the wind is blowing st:ongly ::om the N"o'l. This 
·..;ill make landing he::-e ::-om your current bearing i::lpossible 
as t.,he • .... ind is coming from behind you. ?lease i)loe. your 
route on your own paper :lS ing bearings and distances so that 
you land on the same landing ground but · .... ith the :lese of the 
aircra:: .,oincing a:: a bea:-ing as close t~ 315' as you can. 
r:.lote :he landing fie:d is no: ;>oi:1ting exace.ly :0 315 'J . 

Ove:- a::.d out. ~ 

Latitude-Longitude 

~
ACTIVIT~ 
, ,::;:: 

, \ ; 
: "3. 

\ ~. 1 
.. . .. ~ 

Latitude and longitude can be used to identify the exact location of any point on the surflce 
of the Earth. We can use it to flOd locations as well as giving people anywhere in the 
world an accurate position. When using this method. the latitude is always given first 
followed by the longitude. The flISt number in the latitude refers to the whole number of 
degrees. and the next number refers [0 the number of minutes. Likewise when using 
longitude. [f the second number is 00. this means that the location is exactlv on the 
latitude or longitude line. ~ 

Stan in the top left· hand comer of the map. This is marked as latitude 23"00' 3lld longitude 
150"30'. The top right-hand comer of the map is OIlIIe same lati.ude (23"00') but is 
exactly 30 minutes further to the east - 151000' (remember that there are 60 minutes in 
one degree). The bottom right-hand comer ofllle map is at 23"30' latitude and 151"00' 
longirude. 

What special place is located at latirude 23"15' and longirude 150"~5'" 

CU,h,. "f- ft., Mae 

As well as the comer coordinaEes being shown. latitude marks and longitude marks occur 
along the edges of the map. Each mark represents one minute. The tenth marie is slightly 
longe~. These can be used to locate places on the map using: latiEude and longirude 
coordinates. 

What is the name of the isl:Uld at latitude 13''04' and longirude I SOYS"" 

IV,,' /.?, .('<.~'" I is/and 



Find it! Grid it! 

Ij
ACTIVIT~ 

~ 

. ~ I 
. '. ~ . 

What features occur ilt the following grid ~fcrcnces :-

I. ~H0415 II\t /l(v~q. "" "f'" 
2. 902477 0" rw IZo de.> 

3, 535084 ~t IfI."J Ponis 

4. 468111 CM"""t 1 
5. 752355 t3lvff i,,~ {Iron Pol- «O&i< ) 

6. 535129 M.t- 2,e-1!; 

7. 750257 C"<'>1~~-1 
R. 697392 ~(.",I:: ex.e!.:{ 
9. 715482 i!Y."se!;.; I",~"", .. +,.~", I I?,es ... t 

10. 647387 -r""Otl""'~::3 + ... ac.k 

II. 712050 Be, (!1"'~" .... Co" D",...", 

12. 630532 W ... J.e.,. ~.ft,""j , -n. ... t 

What an: the grid references for the following places :-

1. Yeppoon railway station 'n!./-e> > ~ ~ 
..... t 

2. Ironpot MOl 

3. Ruin in the center of Great Keppel Island 

53"1.01 'l:.,~ - \. qo g 35"3 l ~ 

4. Underwater observatory south of Middle Island g 1 0 ~5"£ 0 fool ... ~ 
5. Intersection of the Rockhampton-Yepoon Road and the railway line ::; 1 

'bz. "11'ir 1 ~ 
6. The end of the jetty at Emu Point 7111 z" :; ~ ~ 

ACTIVITY ., , ' , 
" . t 

Mt. Lizard Grapes 
" ','; I, " i t 
, . " 

A local farmer has just purchased a neighbours farm on which lies ML Lizard (GR 
583526). While the farmer has been to the mountain. she wants to use the mountain slopes 
to grow a new type of warm weather grape. She has read all the information about the best 
locations to grow these grapes and has calculated that she needs a place greater than 120m 
above sea level but less than 300m above sea level 

Locate ML Lizard on the Rockhampton 1:100.000 Topographic Map. 

What is the contOur in[eJ'VaI of this map ? 20 .... 

What would be the approximate maaimum height of Mt Lizard ? 22S ... 

'What is the approx.imate height of the sUITOunding fields at the base of ML Lizard ? 

60 ... 
I 

The map card Grid Reference Guide is made up of a number of tiny squares approximately 
Imm across. Each of these squan:s represents 100 squan: metres. 

Appro)C.imateiy how much ~a docs the fanner have ro grow this new variety of grapes on 
~IL Lizard"? 

O·S., ..... k.., 

What other factors (economics. environmental. infrastructure) might me farmer need to take 
into consideration about growing crops in this area? 

- /oc.o..tto,,", 0';' lI'Y\o-vlc.L..ts .!.e ..... ~CI ~ .. ",.,Jvc..+ IDCa. n. ... ~ 
j 

o.f. "e,00.0'.(c;.L. + .... ~ .. !20".! 'o"""tc.~ lQCA no..., .f -;h.t:tI.P",-ri. 

IoN" , k.cz.., s ~<"f!!' ?'C.k.L_r.~ c-l'!!:jo f, c,c. ..... 1e. If). ~ I:t. 

"Gcu",«;IC'nCI! &JUC';lllon •• -\.u.scr.a1i:In OcoIopt'aI Survey OrJ:mi$llIon. 1996 
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ACTIVITY .y , ! 

The key to it all 
'. , I 

. " 

A friend has written you with a big problem. They want to go on a holiday '0 the 
Rockhampton area. but the topographic map they own has had the legend rom off and they 
do nOt know what all the symbols represent They have sent you the list below where they 
describe the symbols that an: confusing them Can you work out what they are describing 
by using the legend? 

A slTaighr gree.lineaboUllmm tlUckand a about one em long? 

~ "",,,dO,UK eJ~l<f Ik,., f",t. .J;" 

'., 

A black line with ;",ml cross lines abour2 mm apart. This line s~ems to run between some 
towns? 

" rt~"IVI/l'f lIne 

Two parallel red lines? 

dt .. ,N.d ~t1tta' 

A solid lighr green area? 

- rtPlft r/tf.e.!.~"·,, • 
A small blcu:k box with a cross on the top? 

""rJ,.r,J, 

Liale blcu:k SIJJrS in a blue background? 

;(1;,,,* ha,t. ", tJI""" sJ, 
> 

Two small black triangles joined together on a red line? 

"t1tfe 
;:. " ' .' 

~ - -

e!i~~~~$UJ'WY01J/JlIi.ul.ti4rI.l990 

Mobile Phone Towers 

II
ACTI:,IT~ 

. '" \ \ ! 
i '. . r . . .: 
. \ . ,\' -; 
\ " 

A mobile phone company wants to place signal towers on hills along the road between 
Rockhampton and Yeppoon. For mobile phones to woll< the entire length of the 
Rockhampton-Yeppoon Road. the position of the towers must foUe.v these simple rules. 

1. The towers must be placed on hills which an: greater in elevation than 160m above sea 
level. 

2. Each tower must be within 4km of the road. 

3. Each tower must be at least 5km away from any other tower. 

4. Each tower has a range of 10km. 

5. The tower at Rockhampton already has been built on Peak Hill (GR 479197) 

Using these rules find best positions for towers along the route and complete the table 
below. (Note: the", an: more tower site. in the table below that you might need). Give the 
grid reference for each tower and its approximate height above sea level. Make sure that 
you follow all the rules! 

GR " Heigbt 
~ Tower 1 479197 221m 

Tower Z Stpl2.~ I 1'1"1.., ·r 
~-

Tower J S""n~l Zl~!!o 
c a 0 

Tower 4 " ;l'~ 11:; ... ~ ~ 

Tower 5 '~~~Ib /"l .... 11 
Tower 6 ~ .. 
Tower 7 Q~ 

~ ,,--1( 
Tower 8 ~ "of " ~ 
Tower 9 -... ~ 

...... 0 
~ l: • 

Tower 10 l: ..... ..e 
tt , 

~~ 

e ~iC'nce Educaon. Ausa:aJian GcoIop:;aI Survey Orpniaion. 1996 



ACTlVITY 

Join the elevation dots iI1i 
A student surveyor has provided the spot height infonnarion in metres above se level (or a 
small area she has been mapping. Can you rake herdara and draw aconlOur map for Ibe 
area?' All you have 10 do is draw lines which join places of equal heighL Draw contour 
linc's"for elevations 7Om. 80m. 9Om. 100m. 110m and 120m only - your contour interVal 
will be 10m Note !hat some spots heights are between Ibesc lines (ie. 115m) 

N 

f 

II 

Ian 
"\";" .':. 

Now try drawing contours on !he more complicated spot height diagram attached using a 
. contour interVal of 10m as before; ....... . 

, \ . ::: 
,. s 
, ~ , '!. 

'" \ \ j 

Mt Atherton section 
• 

ACT~IT~ 

" .,: -; 
, .. 

A local football team wants to set up a training area over Mt Alberton (GR484489) -
players will be 3Sked to NIl over !he mountain as pan of their preparation for a grand final! 
Your job is 10 draw a cross section oflbe proposed route (a direct line) to show Ibe players. 

The starting point (A) for Ibe run will be GR460498 and Ibe finishing point (B) will be 
GR530475. Take a piece of paper wilb a straight edge and hold it between !hese two 
points. Marl< on Ibe paper the two points and labellbcm (A. B). 

Starting at (A). move along !he paper marl<ing wben: it cuts. COlttour line until you reach 
Ibe second point (B). Label !he value of each of!hese contour marl<s - you may have to 
follow !hem around on !he map until you can find a value. or by counting up or down from 
a labelled ConlOur (tC lOO·s). Be careful as !he route sometimes cuts Ibe same value 
contour line. 

Using Ibis piece of paper. aansfer Ibe cenlOur height information on to Ibe graph box 
below by sliding !he straight edge up and down to the corresponding heights on Ibe graph. 
Place a dot on !he graph paper at each point !he contour was marlccd on !he piece of paper 
malting suer !hat !he stoning point (A) stays on !he side of the graph When you have 
placed a dot for each of the contour values. draw a curved line through Ibe points to show 
Ibe approximate shape of lbelOpography. 

ss;1 
A B 

This section shows an exaggerated view of !he roUte. The vertical seale is 1/10.000 and the 
horizontal seale is 1/10.000. 

CalculatC the vertical exaggeration factor by dividing the vertical scale by the horizontal 
scale ie. 

-1- --'->< '~O loi.;~'" vs 10.000 -VE~ 'O/JDO 
, ,~,f.<I 

HS --1.- ~ 100.000 -:: , 10 ---

Using the original information. draw the same section in the graph box below. This has 3 
vertical exaggeration of 20. 

,. 

, 

, -
A B 

Which of the two cross sections would you show the football team players and why? 

1h~ 6.,£! - as i"f i5. ,I.u, to if.e. /~Q/ -/rJ,t.Dv'f.rl~/'':f. 
LtJt.l!.fl.'"" N.{I~ I/'t f, CD,,1fi. , 

In the space below. try and draw the same section using a vertical exaggeration of I (ie usc 
the same seale - Icm= lOOOm - for both the horizontal and vertical scale. 

::"1 ----.. 
A & 

Why do you think a greater than I vertical exaggeration may be used when drawing most 
cross sections? 

J,c.QV~ il.'"' lie: #', !!IJ.~i/ , .. -H., h!..',J./~~/''t 
ii t.~E.t 



Ride the rapids 
~
ACTIVIT~ 

~ ..... - J 
. . J 

Jayne Binkley and her friend Chi Hun Liu have just purchased. new infl.table boat which 
they want to usc to ride the rapids in the local rivers. They know the new boat will be 
different from their old boat. so they plan to .es.the boa. out on Limes.one C~ek. which 
they have found on the Roclchamp.on Map. As both Jayne and Chi Hun have no. been to 
Limes.one So they need to work out the best place [0 be dropped off so they can float 
downstream. 

Their two preferred locations to be dropped off~: 
l. Whe~ Limestone ~ek runs under the Roclchampton-Yeppoon Road (GR 627355) or 
2. Whe~ Limestone C~ crosses the road near Plain Cm:k (GR 607443). 

Chi Hun knows tha. because ereeks only flow downhill. con.our information can be used 
10 fmd out the direction a cm:k is flowing. On the map Limestone Cm:k will cross contour 
lines. To work out the flow diroction. fmd two places on the map (A.B) where Limestone 
C~ek crosses contour lines and then fmd the value of these lines. 

Grid Reference oflocation A : " 37 ??ll Contour value ....fQ..m 
Grid Refert:nce oflocation B : S1S ~S::.- Contour value ~ 

Limestone Cm:k is flowing in the ~ction from the higher con.our line value 10 the lower 
conEour line value that it crosses. What is the general flow direction of Limestone Creek? 

N,..,H.. ~ "'wHo. VVut 

Which is the beSt of the two preferred drop off locations for Jayne and Chi Hun [0 Start 
their journey? 

""1._" 1.., ... e,Jon, "eel< """. "",tie.-" 1l • ..kha ... ,ID,,- Y<I'I"do) GI, 

The other location will become their pick up poinL Approxima[ely. what drop in elevation 
will [he LimeslOne cm:k fall between the drop off point and the pick up point? 

TOok .. ; .. f.o ,.""d~rAhllt't H,At 
________ 3i!.S=-_m~d<-P,..fflp.cJ...,. f"'~is _ ... -+ 

c. .... d1, """"" ..... " ~c.k- ~"'4'$ uo ... fD.,cs 
Measure the distance they will travel between the twO points using [he scale and some 
sDing. or the opisome .. r. then calcula .. the gradient of Limestone Creek by dividing the 
drop in elevation by the distance of the Dip. 

?S' .... /."fl:.-. = ,2·S mperkm 
1 

:c r;c~ 'UiatatwIL .~tmli4n gt'~-"rut't!I ~ua",-- 19% 

ACTIVITY 

Vegetation trail II 
You have been asked by Kosciusko National Park 10 wri .. a guide on the types of 
vegetation tha[ occurs on a walking trail which runs from Dead Ho,,", Gap [0 Cascade HUL 
The walking trail follows the Cascade Trail vehicular track. 

Locate the start of the tailal Dead Horse Gap (GR 131S71). According.o the legend. 
what type of vegetation would you expect to find here? 

5.: .. .\\"",.:1 S,,.~t2: 

If you followed the trail southwards, how far would you have to walk before you crossed 
The Big Boggy Cm:k for the fits. time? 

1·[ km 

After you leave the creek valley (still heading roughly southwazds along the trail). you 
climb a ridge. Wha. type of vegetation would you find at the top of.he ridge (GR 
133540). 

D ....... '" £c.,...,Ib 

As you continue to walk down the hill towards Cascade hu.the ttail has a tight comer to the 
left (GR 118521~ Wha. type ofvegewion would you see here? 

111".(11) !!I S,c",.. ..... b; 

Finally. what vegetation type would find a[ Cascade Hu. (GR 124S06)? 

~,a.1t_ .... ,jj( =-,I'v.e 

Often vegetation type relates directly to the topography ie. dense fore~1 often is found on 
the southern slopes of hills. 

What relationship is there between vegetation and topography along this trail. 

Ste.~p s.lQ..,e.:r; 
1 

("o..v<, ..te.-.s, ~,.. ... b -

f'( .... .,... .. '" j t..(;l.V, $,.II~~eI ~'~"i? 

~q"'III:Ilru:,·EJ""·"hI," . . bmulilln 1,;I<"~oJ/3yr.yYL~u4nr.Wf. L~ 

ACTIVITY 

l~ct~te Boundaries II 

~!.Aj 

The boundaries between the states and territories in any counD')' are decided after many 
months. and often years. of debate between the diff~n[ gove~l'!Iel)ts. The_I?~~ss 
involves the accura'e surveying of the topography wHicH. in thepaS~ of .. n leihp:[he firs. 
ilCCUr.1tC maps of 3 country to be drawn. ~~. ;:~ 

In many cases the boundaties between s ..... follow topographic fealUres. In other cases 
the boundaries are straight lines between two defined points. . . 

Pan of the boundary between the s .... s of Victoria and New South Wales occurs on .he 
Jacobs River 1:100.000 iOpographic map.' . . 

Fuid'the symbol on the map face that ~$ been usaiw strow the positi~';6i the .~;,. .. 
boundary. Draw the symbol in the space below. 

- .:..~ :r.,r!:';,x .... ;.~ ":"""'=':~;~'Ji'~": ~t' :1. ..... 

Why do you think tha. this symbol has bafbeen included in the legend? 
;~ . g!(fIVS, .~~- ;~.' nat" Q" v~,.l'~..w·~;,;, ;.feol-~)':.' d;;'~ #,t! 

I!j".,d ,5 "/?!".P<~'" 6=- ",II b,,,t? M~6 

s;.n;~g fro';; .~~. south ~'~n.9f tIi;ritap. th. siate bo~rw;S:i';,a ~traigh[ line 
across to what IDpographic fealU",before i. cfiariges diIOCtioD? .... ' ,"" . 

#~/U"W?I-4<': e/ Tt,~ Ai'J'/if1'f ~ .. ec 

For what distance d,oes !he bo~ndary follow this. Sttalghtl;;;;on:,h;;·map? 

'OS..:.....m 
From this poin .. what feature does i. follow until i.leaves the IDp of the map? 

/.elf 60"5 el H., IHII;r4'i~".fc.vt,.. 

", ·.""Fo; ~ha~~Ji;~~ ~~ th~-~.fd~)rpli~.t;tiii~l~~~~~·~ . .g~;;~~~ ';1; '., 

. ~~~ 7.fo !em' ·:.-r'~~~:~~;:'~';~~~:· ~;'.'.;'" ":';.'::'~"~'-'\!~ 
1C 

~gtasamu$i~.1Jutni""_qt~SWWY"~tkJIL :~ 

~ ....... u'll;.\ .... l. ~ ...... .-<:1"; .• -:':: 

HydroPower 
IJ
ACTIV~ 

. . 
. ~ ..... 1 

An engineering company has put up a proposal 10 build a hydro-elecDic power station on 
the Pinch River. To do this they have.o build a dam across the river then allow the water 
from the dam 10 travel through a turbine before it returnS to the river. They have selected 
the Pinch River because it lies in a steep sided valley and aln:ady has an access road. The 
proposed dam wall will be between GR 201309 and GR 214311. 

How long in metres will the IDp of the dam wall be? (ZSO ... 

At what heigh. above sea level will the top of the dam wall be? '00 ... 
WIw would be the maximum depth of the water be althe dam wall when the dam is full 
(assume that the water will reach the top of the dam wall) 

'" 225 !!1 

How far from the middle of the dam wall will the lake formed by the dam extend? 

" km 
The water inlet pipe from the dam ID the turbine will be placed a. GR 212311. What is the 
height above sea level of this inlet pipe? 

500 ... 

The turbine .-Is 10 be buiI.2OOm lower than the inlet pipe on the dam wall so there is 
enough water pressure to generatle elecaicity. The turbine also.-ls ID be on the river so 
that the water. once used. is returned to the natural river course. Approximately how far 
from the inlet pipe position in kilometres will the turbine need .0 be? 

S·" km 

The Water released from the [Ul'bine will chum up the river and the water en .. ring the 
Snowy River will be slighdy muddy. The local water .uthority requires the building of. 
water quality monitoring station 5 km down str=m of the turbine. At what grid reference 
would this monitoring station be buil.? 

GI(ZU. Z9z. 
The position of this dam and power plan. will have some strong opposition from 
environmental groups. What is one major argument for nOl allowing the dam 10 built? 

J f i, '" a NA-Ir.",,[ eA;,k 

tI(jUIC",,"·£J~.1artNf"_(.j~S»NIIJcJJpu.tItPl.l!196 



Chairlift ride 
A'¢~iDPany wislles 10 build a scenic chairlift ride for ",uris" ", the mountains, The chairlift 
rid<. Will take passengers aver the tops of the vegetation so they get a birds-eye view of the 
environment. 

1be planned chairtift will stIl'tata base sration located "OR 058133 and rtnish atGR 
031208. What featun:s are located at the twO end poinlS or the chairlift? 

GR 058133 t""", '" iii, Sf"e,e ,1/.,.."/-,,, .. r, .. " .. 
a~/+ P""k 

What will be the IOtailength of the chairlift ride if passengm start at and rerum to Ule base 
station (ie. retum trip)? 

II, no m 

If the chairlift moves iU 5O\lm every minute, how long will it take the p .... ngers to 
compleu: tile ride? - . 

1be company has asked you tD draw.a cross-section with a VE of2 of the path of the 
cbairlift. Use space below 10 draw this sectioiL . 

"'~" -'i 
J 

= :: .. :,~--------------,$'''' 
~ ~ 

1be choirtift towers can be .ofurth ... than 750 mettesapan. (The company wants:" few 
towers as possible to reOOC1: costs). EaCh tower is SOOm tall. 'Norlc out rhe 'best positions 
for these towers on I:be cross so=tion and dIaw their position and heights on. Remember 
the keep the chairlift above the vegeration ( ie , !ewer will hove to be at the top of all hills 
yo~ _c~.~ __ _ 
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